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Hi Hazel
Trust all is well.
The issue over Frank andlA HG
lhas been picked ~b
Phili Powell and is circulating the world.
We are still trying to substantiate some critical facts from AHG
ecause of some major inconsistencies about
the alleged offence so we can rule it bona fide or not. However, ra er than give us these details ~ HG
~as
decided to go public on the email to everyone. The only reason they haven't contacted Frank is t ey know e is ill
and the NZ police have told them that although sympathetic they advised that due to WFH's age, health and time
away from NZ it is unlikely that they could extradite him to face criminal charges. So we are still their main target.
That's life.
Although this is unpleasant I have to work to some sought of closure. They are asking for three things, possibly
more, but these three I am able to identify: 1) money, 2) publicity of the sin, and 3) an apology from WFH. With
regard to the latter, is WFH able to give such and if not did you get a medical report to substantiate that?
God is faithful. I was reflecting the other day, while dealing with a dozen serious problems among our minister,
and I questioned in my heart to God "why would you want this church up there?" My spirit came alive again in the
immensity of his love and grace. I couldn't real grasp it as some of the problems a "spew up jobs" but God is
certainly impressed by what Jesus did on the cross. So, from a simple kiwi, HE IS GOOD. l'M HERE. SO, GET
ON WITH IT.
Kem
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